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The key to Evolutionary Astrology lies in seeing the chart 
simultaneously from two distinct perspectives— your 
present psychological profile and the unresolved issues 
you have inherited from prior lifetimes.

Behind your chart, there is another chart . . .



To understand the present personality, we employ the 
familiar techniques of modern psychological astrology. 

To understand the larger evolutionary purpose, we 
employ another set of less familiar techniques.

Mastering those techniques is our aim in this seminar



As counselors we aim to be kind and supportive.

Getting over that is hard! (as it should be . . .)

But what the chart behind the chart reveals is unresolved 
karma.

There is always a negative component to it.



Maybe it is something you got wrong in a prior lifetime

Maybe it is something you got right in a prior lifetime – and 
got damaged in the process

Maybe tragedy struck.

Maybe the monster we call “evil” impacted you.

It is always in at least one of those categories.



The karma revealed by the chart behind the chart 
has ripened.

That means two things:

1) It will manifest in this present lifetime

2) You are ready to deal with it.



Our technical analytic process begins with understanding 
the sign and the house of the Moon's south node.

The sign describes something about your prior-life 
personality

The house describes the actual, existential circumstances 
which you encountered.          



Equally revealing is the planetary ruler of the South Node.

Its position reveals another dimension of your prior-life 
agenda, nature, and circumstances 
                           or 
a crucial crisis or pivotal chapter in the prior-life story.



I suggest using both modern and traditional 
rulerships. 

Thus, a south node in Scorpio, Aquarius, or Pisces has 
two rulers.



The traditional ruler tends toward more concrete 
biographical description, 
while the modern ruler reveals more about the inward 
experience

 – more what it felt like, less what it looked like.



A planet conjunct the Moon's South Node or its ruler modifies, 
deepens and develops what we learned from the Sign/House 
dynamic.

It helps us in understanding your past-life nature in the same way that 
a planet conjunct the Sun leaves an mistakable imprint on anyone’s 
present-life character. 



All other planetary aspects to the South Node describe external 
realities encountered in that earlier incarnation: 

These aspects can be seen from two perspectives:

1) They might represent circumstances you encountered in your 
prior life. 

2) They might represent specific people who impacted you.  



The same principles can be applied equally to all other 

planetary aspects to the South Node’s ruling planet.



A planet opposing the South Node represents something or 
someone who blocked or repressed the fulfillment of your 
evolutionary intentions. 

It symbolizes the brick wall of reality or something that could not 
be gotten around.  

It can also represent something that felt far away or 
unattainable, and thus longed for.



A planet square the South Node has three dimensions:

1. A person or issue that crossed, vexed or undercut the evolutionary 
intention.

2. It is therefore something  left unresolved from the past, which 
presses again in the present life.

3. The planet is now hanging in the balance between past and 
future—thus, we look for ways it can be made to serve the higher 
present intentions . . . or be swept into supporting the repetition of 
the south node pattern.



If the ruler of the South Node is square or opposed to the South 
Node, you created problems for yourself. 

A starting point is to say that you “shot yourself in the foot” or that 
you “were your own worst enemy.”

Sometimes it is that simple – but such a configuration can also 
reveal situations in which you were responsible, but had no 
possible way to win. 



A planet trine or sextile the South Node represents people or 
circumstances which supported you in the prior life – but always look 
for ways in which you might have been "supported" in folly or 
self-sabotage. 

While such a planet can represent genuine comfort and assistance, 
be alert to the possibilities of escapism, non-critical agreement, and 
unhelpful stability. 

A planet in such a trine or sextile can represent the temptations not 
resisted. 



That’s the theory in its entirety.

Master it and you are on your way to mastering Evolutionary 
Astrology.

Let’s apply the theory to a couple of real-world charts.



Rachel Maddow
April 1, 1973
12:23 PM PST
Hayward, CA



George Lucas
May 14, 1944
5:40 AM PWT
Modesto, CA



Thank you!
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